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Challenge Prince Albert II 
29 et 30 Novembre 2019 

Coastal’s victory 
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The Organization Committee had let the Rowing World know: there will be a before and an after 
Challenge Prince Albert II 2019. 
In only two days, the Monaco regatta has set new standards in a sport a sport who’s been on the rise 
over the last past decade.  
With the best world rowers, podiums of the WRCCs or winners of the Olympics, never before had the 
sport level of a coastal rowing regatta been this high and the show so good.  
Strong of rowers’ lifetime experiences, the members of the Organization Committee had concocted 
special rules for the meeting, favoring sports achievement. The complaints, Queens of the after-regattas 
and results dramatic changers, have been abolished, even in case of shock at the buoy.  
Apart from false start, everything was allowed.  
Thereby the rowers focused on the sport and their strategies, showing a great display of their power and 
their experience. 
Even Poseidon payed his tribute to this exceptional regatta, showing the participants two different faces 
on the two days of the competition: one with winds of 12 knots and evil swell, one with light waves and 
soft wind. It gave the opportunity to the rowers to show the public a wide range of what coastal rowing 
is. 
On Quay Louis II, the audience was large and enthusiastic, responding loudly to the turnaround of the 
races broadcasted live on the giant screen. Emotions that were shared by H.S.H. Prince Albert II, 
President of Honor of the Société Nautique de Monaco who came to attend the regattas named after Him 
from the Lucciana Pier. 
A competition full of exceptional champions, sea conditions perfectly showcasing the sport, athletes 
happy and satisfied: everything was here to transform this sport meeting into an extraordinary moment 
that will leave a strong mark on coastal rowing and who gives a pretty good idea of what a European 
Coastal Rowing Championship could look like.  
A total prize-money of 27.000€, a first in the sport’s history, was shared by the winners. 


